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ABSTRACT
The study of molecular coevolution, due to its po-
tential to identify gene regions under functional or
structural constraints, has recently been subject to
numerous scientific inquiries. Particular efforts have
been conducted to develop methods predicting the
presence of coevolution in molecular sequences.
Among these methods, a few aim to model the un-
derlying evolutionary process of coevolution, which
enable to differentiate the shared history of genes to
coevolution and thus improve their accuracy. How-
ever, the usage of such methods remains sparse due
to their expensive computational cost and the lack
of resources alleviating this issue. Here we present
CoevDB (http://phylodb.unil.ch/CoevDB), a database
containing the result of a large-scale analysis of
intramolecular coevolution of 8201 protein-coding
genes of bony vertebrates. The web interface of Co-
evDB gives access to the results to 800 millions of
statistical tests corresponding to all the pairs of sites
analyzed. Several type of queries enable users to ex-
plore the database by either targeting specific genes
or by discovering genes having promising estima-
tions of coevolution.
INTRODUCTION
Molecular coevolution is the evolutionary process by
which interactions between distant sites of one or multiple
molecules (RNA or proteins) are maintained such as to pre-
serve advantageous functional or structural constraints (1).
For instance, these interactions occur within the 16S ribo-
somal RNA gene to preserve its structure stability (2,3) and
within proteins to maintain binding specificity and fold-
ing constraints (4). Studying coevolution at the molecular
level has hence shown to produce valuable information on
key mutations having known roles in genetic diseases (4) or
viruses (5).
Predicting coevolution from multiple sequence align-
ments has therefore large potentials and numerous ap-
proaches have been developed. The bulk of these meth-
ods relies on looking for patterns of coevolution in amino
acids sequences by using statistic tests to predict coevolving
residues (6–10). Several web services have been built to fa-
cilitate the use of these predictive methods, compare their
results and/or provide highly detailed informations such as
the mapping of the predicted coevolving residues on a refer-
ence structure provided as PDB file (11–13). However, these
methods do not consider the underlying (co)evolutionary
process and therefore the shared ancestry of genes, which
negatively impact their accuracy (14,15).
A smaller subset of methods incorporate this crucial in-
formation by explicitly modeling the evolutionary process
of coevolution along a phylogenetic tree provided as input
data (16–18). The goal is to differentiate double substitu-
tions due to coevolution from those due to the common
evolutionary history of the sequences. These approaches,
however, come with the drawback of increasing the com-
putational cost of the analyses. A solution could be to pro-
vide access to remote computing resources as it was recently
done for the Coev method of Dib et al. (18) by providing a
web service for the analyses (19). However, this approach
falls short to provide an efficient tool for a large-scale study
of coevolution with a phylogeny-aware method.
In this article, we present CoevDB, a database contain-
ing the result of a large-scale analysis of intramolecular co-
evolution in 8201 protein-coding genes of the bony verte-
brates with the Coev method. To our knowledge, CoevDB
is the first database to contain the results of a systematic
analysis of pair-wise coevolution estimations obtained us-
ing a phylogeny-aware method. These characteristics makes
it unique with respect to previously existing databases on
coevolution such as the InterEvol database (20), which con-
tains predictions of interfaces coevolution inferred from
the known structure of protein complexes, or the Prolinks
database (21), which contains prediction of inter-protein co-
evolution inferred using simple indicators (e.g. gene neigh-
borhood). In addition of being unique with respect to its
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Figure 1. CoevDB flowchart.
content, CoevDB interface is designed such as to ease the
browsing of the 800 millions of pairs of sites tested and to
provide an informative display of these sites along their phy-
logenetic tree.
DATA AND METHODS
CoevDB contains predictions of co-evolution within genes
obtained for 8201 protein coding genes from the Eu-
teleostomi clade (Figure 1). The alignments and phyloge-
nies employed for this large-scale analysis have been ob-
tained from the Selectome database release 6 (22), itself
based on the Ensembl 2012 database (23). We selected all
the alignments having between 100 and 20 000 nucleotides
per sequence in Selectome, which resulted in alignments
containing from 21 to 757 sequences (median alignment
length of 325 nucleotides after filtering of the gaped and
fully conserved sites).
We tested for coevolution all the possible pairs of sites
within each of these alignments using the approach imple-
mented in the Coev software (18). Briefly, this method com-
pares two statistical models. The first hypothesis assumes
that sites along a sequence evolve independently accord-
ing to the Jukes and Cantor model (24). The second hy-
pothesis tested assumes that both sites are dependent and
co-evolve according to the Coev model, such that the nu-
cleotides at both sites remain within a predefined set of nu-
cleotides combinations called the coevolution profile (18).
A substitution in one site of a coevolving pairs is expected
to trigger a substitution at the other site to maintain the
coevolution profile. After maximizing the likelihood of the
data observed at the pair of sites, the two models are com-
pared using the difference in their respective value of the
Akaike Information Criterion (DAIC), which indicates the
support for the hypothesis of coevolution against the one of
independent evolution.
Figure 2. Number of genes having one or more pairs of sites with strong
support for the coevolution hypothesis.
In addition to the alignment, the Coev method assumes
that the phylogenetic tree is known. We employed the
species trees from the Ensembl database for the genes con-
sidered. These trees were inferred using gene concatena-
tion (23) and were employed for the analyses of positive
selection conducted for the Selectome database (22). Em-
ploying these species trees, instead of gene trees, had the ad-
vantage of extending the range of genes for which we could
estimate coevolution. Indeed, genes, for which the amount
of molecular data wouldn’t allow to adequately infer gene
trees, should have then been discarded from our analyses.
The downside of employing species trees is that they might
not represent accurately the evolutionary history of each of
these individual genes, which can negatively impact the pre-
diction of coevolution.
We therefore compared the species trees from Ensembl to
each individual gene trees inferred using RAxML (25). We
defined a score tomeasure the similarity between the species
tree and the gene tree. This phylogenetic score combines the
normalized Robinson–Foulds distance d (26) between both
trees and the average bootstrap support s for the gene tree
as (1 − d)*s. We report this score for each gene in the web
interface along coevolution estimations as an indication on
the degree of confidence to put in these results with respect
to the species tree employed.
DATABASE AND WEB INTERFACE
CoevDB contains the estimation of coevolution for ∼800
millions pairs of sites under all their potential coevolution
profiles (which can range from 1 to 192). The resulting
12 billions DAIC scores are stored in a MySQL database.
The computing time of these analyses amounted to the
equivalent of 650 years of computations on a single pro-
cessor, but the analyses were done in more than one year on
the BlueGen/Q infrastructure of CADMOS (www.cadmos.
org). Among themillions of pairs tested for coevolution, ap-
proximately 400 000 showed a strong support for the Coev
model ( DAIC> 40 ). These pairs were found in 3224 differ-
ent genes (Figure 2). The phylogenetic score revealed that
16% (510) of these genes had a strong support for their
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Figure 3. Overview of the result of a query on the ENSP00000381605 gene. (A) Access to the different type of queries and pages of the website. (B)
Information about gene including the phylogenetic score and links to Ensembl and Selectome. (C) Estimations of coevolution with visual indicators for
the scores. (D) Pop-up visualization of the phylogeny with a pair of sites resulting from a user action.
species tree (score > 0.75) and 74% (2400) had a good sup-
port for their species tree (score > 0.5). Furthermore, over
the 2330 genes that had pairs of sites with highly significant
DAIC score (DAIC > 100), 226 genes had a strong similar-
ity between their species and gene trees. In summary, 29%
of the 8201 genes analyzed had at least one pair of sites with
strong support for the coevolution hypothesis inferred with
an adequate phylogenetic tree and 3% of them had a highly
significant support for both the coevolution hypothesis and
the phylogeny employed.
Among the 29% of genes having high phylogenetic
score (score > 0.75) and strong estimations of coevolution
(DAIC > 40), some are coding for proteins having an im-
portant role in the bony vertebrates such as the establish-
ment and function of cell-cell neural connections (Human
gene name in Ensembl and CoevDB: ENSP0000023113;
(27)) or the olfactory system (ENSP00000323606; (28)).
Some others are known to be linked with mutations leading
to human disease or disability. For instance, the BTB do-
main containing seven genes is known to play a role in vari-
ous cancer (ENSP00000335615; (29)), the huntingtin inter-
acting protein 1 gene is associated with worse survival in
some lymphoma patients (ENSP00000253083; (30)) and the
lysine demethylase 5C is associated with X-linked cognitive
disability (ENSP00000364550; (31)).
These estimations of coevolution are accessible through
the web interface designed for CoevDB (Figure 3). In ad-
dition of some tutorials (e.g. about molecular coevolution),
this web interface enables the user to browse the database
according to two different use-cases: (i) by searching for
genes having significant estimations of coevolution (blind
query) and (ii) by reporting the coevolution estimations for a
specific gene (targeted query). A blind query can be achieved
by accessing the Gene statistics page where all the genes are
ranked by their amount of coevolving pairs of sites having
either a medium or strong DAIC score. A targeted query re-
quires the user to input the Ensembl name of the gene of in-
terest (e.g. ENSP00000231134) in either the Browse all best
pairs, theQuery best pairs or theQuery pairs pages. The first
page returns the estimations of coevolution potentially sig-
nificant (DAIC > 25) under the best profile of coevolution
for all the pairs of sites. The second page provides filtering
options (site or pair of sites) to the user on the same poten-
tially significant estimations of coevolution. The last page
returns the coevolution estimations regardless of their sta-
tistical significance for all the coevolving profiles analyzed
for a given set of sites pairs.
After a query, the user is directed to the result page that
contains information about the queried gene in addition to
the estimations of the coevolving sites. These information
include the phylogenetic score, link to the Selectome and
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Ensembl original data as well as the alignment and phyloge-
netic tree employed for the analyses withCoev.On this page,
the phylogenetic tree and the whole alignment can be simul-
taneously displayed upon request by the user. The display
of these information is achieved using a modified version of
SnipViz (32). Finally, the pairs of position corresponding to
the query are listed along with their coevolution profile and
DAIC score. As for the whole alignment, a specific pair of
sites can be displayed along with the phylogenetic tree.
CONCLUSION
CoevDB provides access to results of intramolecular coevo-
lution in 8,201 protein-coding genes of the bony vertebrates
and is, to our knowledge, the first database containing a
large-scale analysis of coevolution with a method model-
ing the coevolutionary process (Coev; (18)). The use of the
Coev methodmakes it a unique tool with respect to existing
coevolution database (20,21) that differs in the method em-
ployed and the type of coevolution estimated (intramolecu-
lar versus intermolecular). The robustness of the statistical
tests employed in the Coev method and its modeling of the
(co)evolutionary process along the phylogeny results in a
more accurate but computationally expensive analysis. Co-
evDB addresses this issue by providing coevolution estima-
tions for 800 millions of pairs of sites, or the equivalent of
650 years of computations on a single processor, that are
directly available through a custom web interface. This web
interface accommodates for multiple types of query on the
database, each tailored for a specific usage, and enables to
visualize in the results along the phylogenetic tree represent-
ing the shared history of the gene using the SnipViz frame-
work (32).
We expect CoevDB to be useful both for functional and
evolutionary studies. This large-scale analysis provides an
overall estimation on the abundance of coevolution within
protein-coding genes of the bony vertebrates. Furthermore,
ranking genes by their precomputed estimates of coevolu-
tion score enables any user to rapidly identify genes that
have potentially been the target of functional or structural
constraints through their evolution. Finally, CoevDB has
been designed to covermolecular dataset containing human
genes and its web interface enable a user to rapidly assess if
specific region of a human gene known to play a role in dis-
abilities or diseases are likely to be subject to intramolecular
coevolution.
The future development of CoevDB will follow two main
directions. The first will be to broaden the range of anal-
yses conducted by employing alignments from recent ver-
sion of Ensembl (e.g. (33)), extending the range of species
and considering the analysis of intergenic coevolution. The
second is to further increase the confidence of the coevolu-
tion estimations contained in CoevDB. This goal could be
achieved by taking advantage of known protein structures
for the coding genes analyzed in CoevDB. The distance be-
tween residues of a protein could be compared with the co-
evolution score to validate potential structural constraints.
Both directions would further contribute to make of Co-
evDB a central resources containing readily available and
reliable estimations of coevolution based on the analysis of
the underlying (co)evolutionary process.
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